
The Last Piece of the Puzzle

Grades K-12

OCEARCH has spent the past 9 years tagging and tracking sharks in the Western North

Atlantic. We have 16 sharks left to meet our goal of “100 sharks to answer 100 questions.”

It’s important we are finishing out this work. This was possible because of our ability to

collaborate, resources provided by our partners, and our team’s dedication. A more

traditional route would have taken at least 10-20 years. The traditional approach would

involve individual scientists working alone to conceive the work, raise the funds, find the

shiptime and research needs, find the animals (often the hardest part), wait for results,

analyze those results, and then some day write everything up for publication.

It all started with one fish. Mary Lee was a vital piece of the white shark puzzle. Her track

opened provided us with an abundance of information to move research forward. She acted

as a guide to lead us to Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, New York, and

finally Nova Scotia.

Learn more about the impact of Mary Lee by viewing “Mary Lee starts OCEARCH’s Journey”.

We have tagged many notable sharks along our journey. Some of the most impactful sharks

have been Katharine, Hilton, Lydia, and of course Mary Lee. Let's reflect back on their

journey. Visit www.orcearch.org and view the tracks of these milestone sharks.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x8iD3hLr1D4
http://www.orcearch.org/


If you wish to view all of the sharks at the same time, follow the same steps but only select all

four names.

Select a color for each shark.

▢ Mary Lee

▢ Katharine

▢ Lydia

▢ Hiton

Identify frequently visited locations for each shark. Color this area on the map in the color

you selected for each shark.



Which areas did the sharks overlap the most?

When looking at the tracks, describe any observations of  tracks that were different from

the others? Why might this be important?

Compare and contrast the movements of the female sharks versus Hilton, a male shark.

Explain the significance of tracking Mary Lee, Katharine, Lydia and Hilton.

Evaluate the importance of OCEARCH working as a collaborative team.


